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Application of AF-NUMIT2 to the Modeling of
Deep-dielectric Spacecraft Charging in the Space
Environment
Brian P. Beecken, Joel T. Englund, Jonathan J. Lake, and Bryan M. Wallin
Abstract— A one-dimensional software tool designed for
laboratory modeling (NUMIT) has been refined, developed, and
greatly enhanced so that it can be used to model and predict the
deep charging of dielectrics on spacecraft. The new tool, called
AF-NUMIT2, can now model isotropically incident electron
fluxes from realistic energy spectra that change with time. The
model has been extended to incident electron fluxes an order of
magnitude lower than before (>= 10 keV), and aspects of the
model have been checked against Monte Carlo simulations.
Electron energy flux spectra, as measured by CRRES, have been
used in dozens of simulations of Kapton charging over multiple
days. Kapton has been modeled with both dark conductivities
and radiation induced conductivities extending over two ordersof-magnitude. The result has been a surprisingly consistent
relationship between maximum internal electric field strengths
and conductivity, regardless of the particular incident electron
spectra.

used algorithm for determining the profile of energy deposition
by normally incident electrons. EDEPOS uses the results of
more than twenty experimental studies and more than a halfdozen Monte Carlo method calculations.

Keywords—NUMIT; charging; isotropic incidence; Kapton;
CRRES spectra

B. Incident Electron Deposition Profile (FredBell)
In order to model the movement of charge within the
dielectric, one must know where the high-energy incident
electrons stop. In 1995, Frederickson, Bell, and Beidl [4]
produced an algorithm that superseded all earlier guesses at
where the charge was being deposited. Frederickson took
Tabata's EDEPOS and modified it, using equations that
“crudely” simulated physical processes. These equations were
then assembled into an algorithm with six fitting parameters.
By comparison with Monte Carlo simulations, Frederickson
was able to determine analytical functions for five of the six
parameters. He left the sixth (called “B”) to be determined
from a six-column table.

I.

In addition to the energy of the incident mono-energetic
electrons, EDEPOS requires only the input of the insulator's
atomic number and atomic weight. Effective atomic numbers
can be used so that the range of applicability is from about 5.3
to 82. The incident electron energy range is 0.1–20 MeV. The
algorithm was published as only forty-five lines of FORTRAN
code. [3] Its ready availability, rapid computation time, wide
applicability, and ease of use has made EDEPOS a tool of
choice for many modelers. The output of EDEPOS, when
multiplied by the incident electron beam current Jinc, is the
energy deposition profiles required to run NUMIT.

INTRODUCTION

The original NUMIT, short for numerical iteration, was
designed and described by A. R. Frederickson [1, 2]. It was a
one-dimensional model intended primarily to aid in the
interpretation of laboratory testing during which monoenergetic electron beams had normal incidence on various
dielectric slabs. The plan for the work reported here was to lean
heavily on the original methods and assumptions utilized by
Frederickson in his NUMIT simulation in order to devise a
method of predicting the electric fields that develop within
spacecraft dielectrics subjected to the space environment.
Frederickson utilized three algorithms for his one-dimensional
laboratory model, each of which have been modified as part of
the development of AF-NUMIT2. Accordingly, each will be
described briefly in this introduction.

Because it draws on the energy deposition algorithm by
Tabata, the FredBell algorithm requires use of EDEPOS—it
cannot be used as a stand-alone algorithm. The required inputs
are the same as for EDEPOS, and the output is the fraction of
incident electron flux as a function of depth. When multiplied
by the incident electron beam current Jinc, FredBell provides
the initial electron current profile J0(x) that is required in
NUMIT.

A. Energy Deposition Profile (EDEPOS)
EDEPOS (short for energy deposition) was created in 1974
by Tabata and Ito [3] and has become an important and widely

C. Charge Transport Algorithm
Once the energy and electron deposition are determined as
a function of depth in the dielectric, NUMIT creates a transport
algorithm based on electrostatics and Fowler's conductivity
model [5]. Although NUMIT can be modified for different
configurations, the simplest setup is illustrated in Fig. 1. A
dielectric slab is sandwiched between two electrodes that can
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conductivity (RIC), we see that for the same electric field, the
current will be higher when the dose rate is greater:

J ( x, t )  J 0 ( x)   g0  kD( x)  E ( x, t ) .

(3)

Here g0 is the dark conductivity, and k is the coefficient of
RIC. The dark conductivity is the conductivity of the insulator
when it is not radiated. Because it is an insulator, the dark
conductivity is extremely low and difficult to determine
accurately for many important materials—particularly in space
applications [6–9]
Equations (1)–(3) can be used to describe the transport of
charge in the dielectric by taking successive time steps. The
initial current J0(x) is due to the incident high-energy electrons
and is given by the FredBell algorithm. Then the continuity
equation (1) enables us to find the charge deposited ρ(x, ∆t) a
moment ∆t in time later. Once we know ρ(x, ∆t), Gauss's Law
(2) enables us to find E(x, ∆t). Combining our knowledge of
E(x, ∆t) with the dose rate D( x) given by the EDEPOS
algorithm, (3) enables us to determine the movement of the
deposited charge. Of course, electrons continue to be incident
on the material, so J0(x) must be added to find the new total
current J(x, ∆t) within the dielectric. This cyclical time
stepping process can continue as long as desired or until
equilibrium is achieved.

Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of Situation Modeled by NUMIT

be held at the same electric potential or at a fixed potential
difference.
In Fig. 1, we take the left side of the dielectric to be x = 0
and measure the depth from that point. The incident highenergy electrons are assumed to come from the left and
penetrate into the dielectric. For the purposes of modeling, the
left electrode can be taken to be immeasurably thin, such as
conductive paint. Initially, in the absence of an accumulation of
charge, the incident electrons create a position-dependent
current density J0(x).

The numerical algorithm requires careful choice of the
sizes of the spatial increment ∆x across the dielectric and the
time step size ∆t. The choice of ∆x determines the resolution of
all the calculated values, but too small a value will make the
simulation take longer than necessary. Each ∆x can be thought
of as a bin which holds the charge in that region of the
dielectric. The charge is considered to reside in the center of
each bin, called a node. For normally incident electrons, the
situation for which NUMIT was originally designed, 30–200
nodes usually provide adequate resolution. However, when
isotropically incident electrons are included, the number of
nodes should usually be increased because deposition will
trend shallower. In AF-NUMIT2, even when considering
electrons incident at angles other than perpendicular to the
surface, the spatial nodes continue to represent the
perpendicular depth from the surface.

The initial current density is virtually always a
monotonically decreasing function of depth x because the
electrons are slowed and absorbed by the dielectric, and
significantly fewer electrons reach the far side than enter the
dielectric. As the electrons are absorbed, they give up their
energy to the dielectric. The rate of this energy deposition is
called the dose rate D( x) and is given in rad/sec. Unlike J0,
the dose rate is not a monotonically decreasing function of x,
but typically peaks before exhibiting a tail. In NUMIT,
D( x) and J0(x) are approximated by the EDEPOS and FredBell
algorithms discussed above.
As shown in Fig. 1, the left electrode at x = 0 is grounded,
while the right electrode at x = L is held at a constant potential
V, which very often is set to zero. The dielectric is assumed to
have a constant permittivity ε. Its thickness L is assumed to be
small compared to its other dimensions so that the problem can
be treated in one dimension. We wish to find the charge
density ρ, the electric field E, and the current density J as
functions of position x and time t.

Similarly, the time step ∆t must be chosen very carefully. If
it is too small, the program runs for an excessively long time,
diminishing its usefulness. If it is too large, the net charge
begins to fluctuate wildly. The fluctuations occur because if a
time step is too long, then the algorithm will calculate more
charge having been removed from the node than the
corresponding bin actually holds.

There are three major equations required to relate ρ, E, and
J. The first two are the continuity equation and the differential
form of Gauss's Law. In one-dimension, these are

J ( x, t )
 ( x, t )
,

x
t

(1)

E ( x, t )  ( x, t )

.
x


(2)

II.

DEVEOLPMENT OF AF-NUMIT2

Frederickson’s original NUMIT has been greatly expanded
and enhanced in order to enable the modeling of what might be
happening within dielectrics in the space environment. The
development of a limited, laboratory modeling code into a
more sophisticated code AF-NUMIT2 that is useful for
predicting the impact of the space environment is a
multifaceted task.

The third equation required represents the transport of
charge. Utilizing the Fowler Model for radiation induced
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A. Method for Accounting for Electrons Incident at Different
Angles
A primary limitation in the conversion of NUMIT from a
laboratory tool to a model useful for spacecraft design is not
that NUMIT is a one-dimensional model of charge transport,
but rather it is NUMIT’s inherent use of an electron beam that
strikes the dielectric surface at only normal incidence. Many
dielectrics of interest on spacecraft are essentially flat, so the
one-dimensional model of charge transport within the dielectric
is an appropriate approximation. The issue then is what is the
appropriate way to handle an isotropic flux of electrons striking
the surface?

Figure 2. Illustration of
Penetrating Model

calculation of the electron current per unit area Jinc is done
simply by taking the incident flux Jincident given in units of
1/(cm2 sr sec) at a specific energy and multiplying by the
steradians in one hemisphere so as to include all electrons
incident on the material:

1) Determination of Electron Flux as a Function of
Incident Angle
The determination of the correct electron flux to use is nontrivial. The space environment nominally has an isotropic
electron flux. For a particular angle from the normal θ, we need
to find the appropriate fraction Jinc(θ) of the total flux that will
strike the dielectric surface and then penetrate. What is the
appropriate incident flux as a function of angle?

Jinc  2 Jincident .

(4)

If this treatment is correct, the incident flux does not
depend on angle. However, for the purposes of AF-NUMIT2,
electrons striking at different angles must be treated differently
because they will have different penetration depths. Therefore,
the model must keep track of incident angles and this is done
by dividing the flux into angular bins of size 2ψ (measured in
degrees) at each angle θ. The result is

Getting the correct angle dependent incident electron flux is
absolutely crucial to a realistic prediction of spacecraft
charging. Accordingly, much effort has been expended, and
two approaches have been considered and discarded. At first, it
might seem reasonable to assume that the calculation is merely
the usual determination of the number of electrons that strike
the top surface of a disk in an isotropic flux. Such a calculation
is well-known, but not relevant because we are interested in
penetrating flux. Secondly, it might seem that we need to know
the amount of charge that penetrates and then passes through
the imaginary line drawn normal to the surface along which the
one-dimensional charge transport algorithm will proceed.
Significant work was done on this possible approach, and it
was reported in two papers [10, 11]. Unfortunately, this
approach appears now to be incorrect. The simplest
explanation for the error is conceptual. Because an imaginary
line normal to the surface has no thickness, a calculation of
particle flux passing through it can have no physical
significance.

J inc   

2
90o

J inc .

(5)

Note that the fraction must use angles not steradians
because the horizontal direction from which the electrons come
does not matter. We only want the fraction of all incident
electrons at a certain angle θ to the normal.
2) Determination of Energy and Electron Deposition
Profiles as Functions of Angle
We make the assumption that most dielectrics of interest
are going to be isotropically homogeneous (certainly not
crystalline). Of course, many dielectrics will be polymers, but
we have to start somewhere. We hope that the polymer chains
are not consistently oriented in the same direction so that
incident electrons will not penetrate significantly more in one
direction than another. If homogeneity is a reasonable
approximation, then as the incident high-energy electrons
travel through the dielectric in the direction of their straight
line trajectory (at a particular angle of incidence) the depth of
penetration and the rate of energy deposition should be
relatively independent of the angle. We are talking strictly
about the situation after the electrons have entered the material.
As we have already shown, the number of electrons striking the
material is believed to be angle independent. The number of
electrons that are potentially backscattered, however, is
obviously angle-dependent and is considered in the next
subsection.

The correct approach is to consider the flat dielectric as
being large enough that there are no edge effects. With the
incident electron flux being uniformly isotropic, the deposition
of charge within the material will be a function of depth
uniformly throughout the material. In other words, for a given
depth, the layer of deposited charge at that depth is uniform.
Going back to the calculation of the number of electrons
incident on the surface of a disk to determine how the incident
flux depends on angle, however, is incorrect because it treats
the electrons as electromagnetic radiation. A radiation
calculation thinks in terms of the effective area of the detector
surface as a function of angle—one that shrinks as the angle of
incidence, measured from the normal, increases. However, the
implicit, but usually unstated, assumption is non-penetration.
For penetrating electrons, see Fig. 2, there would be no such
thing as effective area as all electrons that are incident go into
the material regardless of angle (neglecting backscatter
effects). The result is stunningly simple: for isotropic flux, the
incident flux is the same at all angles. For AF-NUMIT2, the

Now we can use the EDEPOS and FredBell algorithms
(whether separately or in a new combined form we call
BeeckenTabFred) to approximate energy and charge
depositions for any particular angle of incidence θ. On average,
electrons will travel the same distance within the material,
however that distance must be scaled back to a perpendicular
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the first term goes negative. Typical results and further
discussion were presented in [11].

depth—a simple trigonometric correction. If we call x the
perpendicular distance into the material, what NUMIT treats as
depth, then the distances along the path at an angle of
incidence θ given by BeeckenTabFred can be called xθ. The
appropriate conversion becomes:

x cos   x.

4) Putting it all together: The Incident Angle Loop
We have shown that there are at least three steps necessary
to handle isotropic incidence: determining the electron flux as a
function of angle, calculating the current and energy deposition
profiles in the dielectric that result from electrons at that angle,
and allowing for a dependence on incident angle of the
backscattered electrons. But how is this accomplished in the
code?

(6)

The BeeckenTabFred algorithm will return to AFNUMIT2, at various perpendicular depths measured in x, the
values for the energy deposited per electron and the fraction of
electrons that continue on in the chosen direction determined
by the incident angle. Both values must be multiplied by a
factor representing the current density of electrons that entered
the material at a particular angle θ from the normal. This
approach is clearly an approximation. However, if isotropic
incidence is going to be included in AF-NUMIT2, in the
absence of a better approach we must do something. The
validity of this approach has been examined using Monte Carlo
simulations; it will be discussed in Subsection II.E.2.

The code must consider each angle of incidence separately.
The angles of incidence θ are divided into angular bins, the
size of these correspond to the resolution chosen by the user. A
typical number of bins might be 18 between normal incidence
and 90º, correlating to 5º for each angular bin (called 2Ψ) with
θ centered within the bin. A loop is instituted for each angular
bin. Each time through this loop the function BeeckenTabFred
calculates the energy and electron deposition profiles. After
these profiles are determined for each angle θ, the main AFNUMIT2 program adds the charge deposited in each spatial bin
and separately adds the energy deposited in each spatial bin. As
in the original NUMIT, the spatial bins are simply defined as
distance (or depth) increments of ∆x from the surface as
measured perpendicularly.

3) The Issue of Backscatter
When electrons are incident on a material, it is known that
some of the electrons penetrate while others are reflected or
backscattered. Very little data is known to exist for
backscattering from dielectric materials—particularly as a
function of angle. The problem is complicated by secondary
electron yields, auger electrons, and differing material
structures. Nevertheless, there is a real effect. Certainly it will
be angle dependent, and something must be done to at least
make an approximation for the sake of AF-NUMIT2 charging
predictions. The approach we took is explained here.

AF-NUMIT2 will by default use the backscatter function
(7). Although its validity and accuracy is uncertain, it is
important to account for backscatter when considering
isotropic incidence. Otherwise, due to the large number of
electrons incident at very shallow angles (large θ), surface
charging will unrealistically dominate a model designed to
predict deep-dielectric charging. AF-NUMIT2 still does
electron beams, either mono-energetic or multi-energetic, but
in addition to a few other input differences, the number of
angular bins must be set to one.

Because of backscatter, it is necessary to correct the
incident flux by a transmission factor 1-B, where B is the
fraction of electrons that backscatter. When Frederickson
developed the FredBell algorithm for electron current and
deposition [4], working at that time strictly with normal
incidence, his B term depended on electron energy and the
material’s atomic number. Later, Frederickson developed
another equation that included dependence on incident angle θ,
in addition to the incident electron energy To and the atomic
number Z:





B   0.14  0.039To  0.1Z 0.9 

0.276 2
Z 0.12

.

B. Provision for Arbitrary Electron Energy Spectrums
The original NUMIT, being designed for a mono-energetic
electron beam, did not have provision for the wide spectrum of
energies that electrons incident in a space environment carry.
Two aspects of AF-NUMIT2 had to be developed to address
this situation: simultaneous modeling of multiple electron
energies and the input of those energies.

(7)

1) Modeling multiple electron energies
For each designated incident electron energy, the AFNUMIT2 utilizes the function BeeckenTabFred to calculate
depth profiles of the energy deposited per electron and the
fraction of electrons that continue on for all incident angles.
These values are then multiplied by the electron flux at that
energy to provide as a function of depth the energy dose rate,
the initial electron current, and the charge deposition at that
particular energy. The process is repeated for each energy in
the spectrum. After calculating for all energies, the results are
summed to provide dose rate, initial current, and deposited
charge as a function of depth in the dielectric. These results are
then provided to the charge transport part of the code.

This equation for backscatter was reported in Appendix
A.1.2 in a paper by Davis [12]. It would seem obvious that the
fraction of electrons backscattering will change as the angle of
incidence changes, and this equation seems to provide a
realistic estimate of that dependence on angle.
The transmission factor should be unity when the
backscatter fraction B is zero. Unfortunately, for close to
normal incidence, this equation becomes negative for higher
electron energies. In such cases, using it will result in a
transmission factor greater than unity. Having more electrons
in the simulation than are actually incident on the dielectric
would seem to reduce realism. It is the first term in B that can
go negative. Therefore, we have modified the equation in AFNUMIT2 by normalizing the entire expression, but only when

2) Input of electron energy spectrums
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In order to input the energy spectrum in AF-NUMIT2, the
user creates a comma-delimited file (.csv). The file contains a
minimum of two rows. The first cell must always have a zero
entered in it as a placeholder in the comma-delimited file. After
that, each cell in the first row will list the energy of a channel
in MeV. The first cell of the second row will give the number
of seconds that the energy spectrum being modeled is incident.
The rest of the cells in the second row will give the electron
flux in 1/(cm2 sr sec MeV) of the energy channel listed above
it. An illustrative example, with energy channels 0.5, 1.0, 2.0,
5.0, and 10 MeV is provided in Table 1. In this table, there are
two rows with differing electron flux values that run for 100
and 150 seconds.

the transport time loop, and it is based on the position of the
charge within the dielectric and the charges induced on the
electrodes.
D. Extension of model for incident electrons to lower energy
range
A significant limitation of the original NUMIT is its
restriction to modeling only incident electrons with energies
greater than 100 keV because of the use of the EDEPOS and
FredBell algorithms for energy and charge deposition profiles.
These algorithms are only valid for incident electron energies
0.1–20 MeV. In the space environment, however, there are
normally significant fluxes of electrons at lower energies, and
these are believed to make important contributions to the deep
dielectric charging problem. There is nothing inherent in the
transport model part of NUMIT that excludes the use of lower
energies. The task then is to extend EDEPOS and FredBell to
lower energies or to replace them.

Table 1: An example of an electron energy spectrum input file
0

0.5

1

2

5

10

100

3.6E+04

4.2E+03

4.8E+02

5.5E+01

6.3E+00

150

7.2E+04

8.4E+03

9.6E+02

1.1E+02

1.3E+01

1) A Lower Incident Energy Model
An important effort has been made by Kim [14] to address
the limitations of EDEPOS by doing Monte Carlo electron
transport calculations using TIGER/ITS3. Kim observed that
for a given material, with incident energies 10–100 keV, the
energy dose profiles all have the same shape and “can be
reduced to a single curve by normalizing them using energy
dependent scaling factors for the depth and the energy
deposition.” We will build on this work to enhance the new
deposition algorithm BeeckenTabFred so that it can
approximate deposition profiles at these incident energies.

C. Provisions for Time-sequenced Incident Electron Flux
Environments
AF-NUMIT2 can easily handle a changing electron flux
energy spectrum environment. In the comma-delimited input
file additional rows are added for new electron fluxes. In the
example of Table 1, the second row specifies the first electron
flux energy spectrum that lasts for 100 seconds. The third row
specifies a different, second electron flux energy spectrum that
in this case happens to last for 150 seconds and have twice the
intensity of the first. The energy spectrum loop in AFNUMIT2 will be run for each electron flux energy spectrum
(i.e., each row past the first row in the energy spectrum input
file). Once the dose rate and initial current profiles are
determined, the transport code in the time loop will track the
movement of charges for the designated length of time—in the
example, 100 and then 150 seconds. During this time, the
model continues to simulate the input of additional electrons
and energy as specified in the input file. At the end of the
simulation time for a particular electron flux energy spectrum,
the final resulting electric field, charge distribution, and current
profile are stored and plotted. In the example, plots would be
made representing the situation at 100 seconds and 250
seconds.

Naturally, the total of all deposited energy must be
dependent on the incident energy. Accordingly, Tabata and Ito
[3] showed that the integral of the dose D is proportional to the
incident energy T0,





0

D  x  dx  fT0 ,

(8)

where f is a normalization factor that accounts for the fraction
of incident energy backscattered from the surface and the
energy deposited deeper due to the bremsstrahlung tail.
Implicit in this formulation is the use of x as depth from the
surface of the material written in terms of g/cm2.
Commonly, the depth is converted to normalized
depth w  x Rex , where Rex is the extrapolated range of the
incident electrons for a given material and energy. Kim
develops a normalized dose profile g(w) and relates it to the
actual dose profile through a vertical scaling factor Sy:

It is important to note what the AF-NUMIT2 model does
when changing from one electron flux energy spectrum to the
next (one row to the next in the input file). The only carry-over
from the previous electron flux is the position dependent
charge deposition profile. The dose rate profile starts over for
the new flux, in keeping with the assumption that RIC has no
persistence or time dependence. (This assumption is removed
in [13].) Obviously a new calculation must be made of the
initial current J0(x) because it is due solely to the incident
electrons. The charge induced on the electrodes is recalculated
on every trip through the transport time loop and is based
solely on the charge that has been deposited within the
dielectric. The electric field is also calculated each trip through

D  x   S y g  w .

(9)

Kim found an equation for the normalized dose profile
g(w), but does not provide the necessary fitting parameters.
Nevertheless, we can make progress because Kim has validated
the scaling principle.
For the specific case of 100 keV incident energy electrons
the EDEPOS algorithm claims validity. Thus, we choose
D  x   D100  x  . In addition, because Kim’s g(w) is valid for
the incident energy range 10–100 keV, we can also write the
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following expression for Dlow  x  at all incident energies in
that range lower than 100 keV:

Dlow  x   S ylow g  w .

The new BeeckenTabFred algorithm for charge and energy
deposition profiles branches at T0 = 100 keV. If the incident
energy is at or above 100 keV, then a streamlined, combined
version of EDEPOS and FredBell is used. If, however, the
incident energy is below 100 keV, then the low energy branch
is utilized. In this branch, the profiles at 100 keV are calculated
first. Then, (14) is used to scale the vertical axis of the Dose,
corresponding to the energy deposited. The depth or horizontal
axis is scaled by Rex low Rex which is consistent with the

(10)

By combining these last two equations we can eliminate Kim’s
normalized dose profile:

Dlow  x  

S ylow
Sy

D100  x  .

(11)

normalized depth w utilized by Kim and many others.
What about the electron deposition? The FredBell
algorithm provides a profile of the incident current as it drops
to zero. To find electron deposition from it, the user simply
takes the derivative. Therefore, when scaling to lower than 100
keV, there is no reason to adjust the vertical scale. We simply
take the derivative and scale the horizontal axis in the same
manner as for the dose.

Kim shows that

Sy 

f T0
.
Rex

(12)

Therefore, for incident energies lower than To = 100 keV, we
can also write:

S ylow 

f low T0low
Rex low

E. Verification of new charge and energy deposition
algorithm
In order for AF-NUMIT2 to be useful, the depth profiles
for the deposition of the incoming electrons and their energy
must approximate reality. The EDEPOS and FredBell
algorithms have been well-established, but how valid is the
proposed extension to lower energies and how good is the
isotropic incidence approximation? These are the changes
implemented by the BeeckenTabFred algorithm.

(13)

.

By substitution we now have an expression that converts a
dose profile at 100 keV to a dose profile at lower energies:

f
Dlow  x    low
 f

  T0low
 
  T0

  Rex
 
  Rex low


 D100  x  .



(14)

Using their Monte Carlo simulations over the incident
energy range 10–100 keV, Kim finds values for f, an equation
for Rex, and a functional fit for the normalized dose profile
g(w). Clearly, this is a significant step forward, and Kim
demonstrates how very precisely the formulation fits some of
the Monte Carlo simulations. Unfortunately, two fitting
parameters are required for Rex and six more fitting parameters
are required for g(w). Athough graphs of these parameters were
published, no equations for the parameters were reported. In
addition, the normalization factor f was presented as a threedimensional plot.

1) Examination of extension to lower incident energies
In Fig. 3, the energy deposition profiles were found using
the BeeckenTabFred algorithm approximation to lower
energies of normally incident electrons. Comparison to the
results of Kim’s energy deposition profiles determined with
Monte Carlo simulations shown in Fig. 1 of [14] reveals
similar, but not identical, results. The peaks are surprisingly
close in magnitude, but the approximate algorithm has the
peaks forming slightly closer to the surface than the Monte
Carlo calculations. The peaks of the deposition energy profiles
in Fig. 3 are about 20 % closer to the surface than Kim’s
Monte Carlo plots.

2) Implementation in AF-NUMIT2
For the purposes of extending AF-NUMIT2 to lower
energies, the work by Kim is enormously helpful. However,
with a total of twelve unknown fitting parameters required, it is
clear that the degree of precision of the work done by Kim
could not be readily adapted to AF-NUMIT2. Nevertheless, the
basic idea represented by (14), derived from our analysis of
Kim’s work, provides a path to an approximation without the
necessary fitting parameters.

The discrepancy between Tabata’s EDEPOS algorithm at

Tabata [3, 15] claims a region of validity for his algorithm
for extrapolated range Rex down to about 0.3 keV. His
algorithm for the normalization factor f is said to be valid down
to 50 keV. Furthermore, Kim [14] reports that comparison of
their f with Tabata’s f down to 10 keV yields a deviation within
± 4 %. Thus, using Tabata’s algorithms, we can calculate two
of the three factors in (14). The third factor is a simple ratio of
incident energies. All that remains for an approximation of the
dose profile Dlow  x  below 100 keV is a good profile for D(x)
at 100 keV. Tabata’s EDEPOS is claimed to be valid down to
100 keV, so that algorithm fills the requirement.

Figure 3. Energy deposition plots made by the BeeckenTabFred
approximate algorithm
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Figure 6. Results of BeeckenTabFred algorithm for normal
incidence on Teflon®

Figure 4. Monte Carlo simulations of normal incidence on
Carbon

17.25 with mass density 2.2 g/cm3, The results shown are quite
similar, see Fig. 6. In order to get an accurate picture of the
differences, individual energy curves for both methods must be
plotted on the same graph. Obviously, the result is numerous
plots. When we did this, the results were consistently within
about 20 % of each other.

T0 = 100 keV and the Monte Carlo result is the cause of the
differences observed between Fig. 3 and Kim’s Fig. 1. The 100
keV line in Fig. 3 comes directly from EDEPOS because that
energy falls within its validity range. Note it peaks at about 5.5
mg/cm2 and the equivalent line in Kim’s plot peaks at about 7
g/cm2. When scaling the horizontal axis to lower energies, this
difference will be propagated in BeeckenTabFred.

It is important to also investigate the validity of the
BeeckenTabFred algorithm in terms of charge deposition.
Monte Carlo simulations were performed at energies between
10 keV and 100 keV for carbon, Teflon, and aluminum. For
aluminum, we looked only at where the electrons stopped due
to the material stopping effect and inferred a current from that.
Effectively, this makes the aluminum non-conducting for the
purposes of the simulation, but aluminum is such a standard
reference material for radiation shielding it was an appropriate
choice.

The discrepancy then originates in the EDEPOS algorithm
at an incident energy of 100 keV, as compared to Kim’s Monte
Carlo results. There is reason to believe that the results by Kim
are better than EDEPOS at this energy. We used MCNP6 (beta
version 2) to perform additional Monte Carlo simulation for
this situation. The results are shown in Fig. 4. Note that the
deposition profiles are shifted about 20 % deeper, much more
closely matching Kim’s results than that of EDEPOS and the
BeeckenTabFred extension to lower energies.

Fig. 7 illustrates the results for aluminum (non-conducting)
at 100, 50, and 10 keV. As expected from the energy
deposition results, the electron depositions from the algorithm
were slightly closer to the surface for 100 and 50 keV.
Surprisingly, the 10 keV case had Monte Carlo depositing the
electrons closer to the surface. The result is interesting because
for carbon and Teflon the trend had held. Probably, what is
really being indicated by these differences is that the
approximations made by the algorithm worsen as the extreme
low energy of 10 keV is approached.

Monte Carlo simulations were also done on
Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) or Teflon® so as to compare
with the BeeckenTabFred algorithm. Energy deposition curves
were produced with MCNP6 for incident electron energies
from 10 to 100 keV in increments of 10 keV, see Fig. 5. The
BeeckenTabFred algorithm was then run for Teflon using the
effective atomic number 8.28 and effective atomic weight

2) Examination of algorithm for isotropic incidence
The goal in redesigning NUMIT into a tool useful for
modeling the spacecraft environment necessarily included
accounting for electron incidence at various angles other than
perpendicular to the surface. The method chosen was described
in Subsection II.A. In an effort to test the validity of the
method, we ran Monte Carlo simulations for a large number of
circumstances. This task is rather involved because there are so
many factors. We used MCNP6 Beta Version 3 for incident
energies of 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, and 1000 keV on carbon
and aluminum. Angles used were 0º, 30º, and 60º. Results were
found for both energy and charge depositions. All totaled, for
all of these possible combinations, there would be 84 plots. We
ran 82 of them, requiring hundreds of hours of computation
time.

Figure 5. Monte Carlo simulations of normal incidence on
Teflon®
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The sheer volume of results was somewhat overwhelming,
but some general observations can be made. Many of the
Monte Carlo simulations were very similar to the algorithm.
Normally, the peaks were relatively close. The similarity

deteriorated as the angle from the normal was increased.
However, due to enhanced backscatter at greater angles there
are fewer electrons entering the material at these angles.
Therefore the discrepancy is less of a problem. Unfortunately,

Figure 7. Comparisons of electron deposition results: BeeckenTabFred algorithm vs. Monte Carlo simulations
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Figure 8. Monte Carlo simulations of electron deposition vs. BeeckenTabFred algorithm for
isotropically incident electrons on aluminum

this effort at validation was very time consuming and not really
conclusive. It did seem to indicate strongly that the algorithm
approach being taken is valid as a first order approximation.

modeled, the only thing that really counts is how the result—
after summing through all the possible angles—compares with
reality. Thus, the appropriate approach is to do Monte Carlo
simulations with isotropic incidence of electrons instead of
using a beam set at various angles.

Further consideration of the problem has resulted in the
conclusion that the accuracy of the algorithm approximation
for a single angle is not only inconsistent, but it is really not the
important comparison. Since it is isotropic fluxes that are being

Some preliminary Monte Carlo studies of isotropically
incident electrons have been done in collaboration with David

Figure 9. Monte Carlo simulations vs. BeeckenTabFred algorithm for isotropically incident electrons on aluminum
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Barton of the Air Force Research Laboratory. Details of this
work are reported elsewhere [16]. Barton used MCNP5 to
simulate isotropic electrons incident on aluminum at various
energies. These simulations included backscatter of electrons
off the surface. The electron deposition profiles for five
different incident energies are plotted as points in Fig. 8. The
solid lines in the figure are the results of the BeeckenTabFred
algorithm used in AF-NUMIT2.

CRRES that were downloaded and formatted into input files
suitable for the simulation.1 These data were used in a variety
of combinations as inputs to AF-NUMIT2 in order to predict
the maximum electric field within Kapton® after at least 8
days of exposure—sufficient time in almost all cases for
equilibrium to be achieved. The simulations normally took
about two minutes to run for each simulated day.
A wide range of possible values exist for the dark
conductivity and RIC coefficients in Kapton. Dark
conductivities might be as high as 10-19 or as low as 10-25 1/(Ω
cm). The possible RIC coefficients have almost as large a
possible range, from 5×10-16 to as low as 5×10-18 (sec/(Ω cm
rad)). It seems clear that precise values for these parameters do
not exist, and certainly it is well-known that such parameters
may change anyway with aging, temperature, and exposure to
the space environment. AF-NUMIT2 was used to model over
thirty combinations of incident electron flux energy spectra,
dark conductivities, and RIC conductivity coefficients.

Barton also found the energy deposition profiles in
aluminum with MCNP5 for the same incident energies of
isotropic fluxes. The results of both the algorithm and the MC
simulations were put on the same scale with the same units and
plotted in Fig. 9. The points are MC simulation data and the
solid lines are the AF-NUMIT2 deposition algorithm.
Although it might appear that the correlation between the
Monte Carlo simulations and the algorithm is not impressive,
to our knowledge, never before have Monte Carlo simulations
been used to find depth profiles of charge and energy
deposition for isotropically incident electrons of several
energies. Furthermore, no algorithm besides BeeckenTabFred
is known to exist that estimates deposition depth profiles from
isotropic incidence, much less for a large range of materials
and energies. This algorithm was developed without the aid of
Monte Carlo simulation or lab data—it is the result of an
analytical extension of a normal incidence algorithm. The fact
that these two independent results have a worst case
discrepancy, that only in some places approaches 50 %, seems
remarkable. Given the other uncertainties involved with deepdielectric charging in spacecraft, it would appear that the
algorithm is an appropriate approximation. At the same time,
these results provide a clear path forward. Monte Carlo
simulations of isotropic incidence need to be made for a wide
range of energies on a large selection of materials. Then, a
better algorithm might possibly be developed to insert into AFNUMIT2. A preliminary attempt is in [16].
III.

Displayed in Fig. 11 is the output that results from using
the AF-NUMIT2 model to represent eight days in a simulated
space environment. Four days of the “hard” spectrum from Fig.
10 were run, followed by four days of “soft” spectrum. For all
eight days we used a dark conductivity of 7×10-20 1/(Ω cm) and
a RIC coefficient of 5×10-18 (sec/(Ω cm rad)). Each day is
plotted as a separate line in these graphs. During the eight
days, the simulation did not reach equilibrium. Instead the
electric field continued to increase until it reached
approximately 4.4×105 V/cm, beyond the electric field strength
commonly understood to cause electrostatic discharge.
During the modeling of Kapton, the RIC coefficients were
varied over two orders-of-magnitude and the dark
conductivities over four orders-of-magnitude. We found that
when the conductivities were higher, the accumulation of
charge stopped and the electron current within the dielectric
became constant. Clearly, the higher conductivities allowed the
charge to bleed off the dielectric as fast as it was accumulating.
This circumstance also kept the electric field from growing
without bound. Frequently, the electric field did not reach the
commonly accepted danger threshold of 105 V/cm before
equilibrium was achieved. These results are summarized in
Fig. 12 which plots the maximum electric field observed as a
function of the RIC coefficient.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS USING AF-NUMIT2

In order to test AF-NUMIT2, we obtained preliminary
results by running it extensively with realistic electron flux
energy spectra. Fig. 10 shows various spectra obtained by

All runs shown in the summary chart in Fig. 12 were done
using the CRRES spectra from Fig. 10. The solid data point
markers correspond to “hard-soft” or just “soft” spectra runs.
The hollow markers resulted from runs made using a single
spectrum for the entire run that was not designated as “hard” or
“soft.” Most runs were for 8 days total, with a few for 10 days.
The runs were long enough for equilibrium to be effectively
achieved or until the electric field strength exceeded the
assumed electrostatic discharge threshold strength of 105 V/cm.

1

The authors are grateful to W. Robert Johnston of Air Force Research
Laboratory for assistance. The data were obtained in two overlapping sets
during each minute of collection. These data are available at
ftp://virbo.org/users/johnston/crres.

Figure 10. CRRES data used as inputs to run AF-NUMIT2
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Figure 11. AF-NUMIT2 model results after 4 days of "hard" and 4 days of "soft" electron flux energy spectra incident on Kapton

minutes. More work needs to be done to find the optimal
tradeoff between spatial resolution and practical run times—
perhaps the time step size could be increased to compensate for
greater resolution.

The results show a dramatic and consistent dependence on
the value of the RIC coefficient, increasing very
proportionately to the reciprocal of the coefficient. This
relationship is consistently observed regardless of the electron
energy flux spectrum, or combinations of spectrums, used.
Naturally, we should expect that less RIC will cause greater
charging. Lower conductivity will result in less charge
bleeding off the dielectric, and the result is a higher electric
field. Two runs (indicated with the solid blue square markers)
were made with unrealistically high dark conductivity in order
to verify this understanding. The higher dark current clearly
caused charge bleed-off that negated the effect of the low RIC
conductivity—these are the only points that do not fall on the
straight trend-line. Despite the expectation that higher fields
will exist with lower conductivity, the consistency with which
this relationship is observed, regardless of flux spectra, seems
stunning.

IV.

CONCLUSION

NUMIT, a one-dimensional software tool designed for
modeling laboratory testing has been refined, developed, and
greatly enhanced so that it can be used to model and hopefully
predict the deep-dielectric charging of dielectrics on
spacecraft. The new tool, called AF-NUMIT2, can now model
isotropically incident electron fluxes from realistic energy
spectra that change with time. The model has been extended to
incident electron fluxes an order of magnitude lower than
before (from >100 keV to > 10 keV), and aspects of the model
have been checked against Monte Carlo simulations. In order
to verify the utility of AF-NUMIT2, dozens of simulated runs
have been made using realistic, isotropic electrons incident on
Kapton, representing a wide range of actual energy spectrum
fluxes measured by CRRES. The charging of Kapton has been
modeled with both dark conductivity values and radiation
induced conductivity values varying by orders-of-magnitude.
The result has been a surprisingly consistent inverse
proportional relationship between the RIC and the maximum
internal electric field.

After these runs were performed, additional checks of the
simulation time step size and spatial depth resolution were
made. Using a smaller time step made no difference in the
results whatsoever—a strong indication that an appropriate
choice had been made. However, particularly at lower incident
energies, slightly different results were obtained when the
model used a finer spatial depth resolution. Apparently, greater
spatial resolution (moving from a spatial bin size from 10 μm
to 1 μm) allowed the modeling of more charge closer to the
surface. As a result, this charge was able to bleed off more
rapidly causing a reduction in the maximum electric field by as
much as 20 %. Unfortunately, increasing the resolution
proportionately increases the actual run time so that the normal
two minutes of run time per simulated day becomes twenty
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Figure 12. Summary of AF-NUMIT2 modeling of charging in Kapton
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The Deep Charging Problem
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Solving Deep Dielectric Charging

 Is Energy, Flux, or Time best indicator?
 Electric Field in Dielectric indicates ESD
• Frederickson compared CRRES data with experiment
• SEE Charging Handbook:
o Pulsing occurs:

> 107 V/m

o Some Pulsing:

~ 106 − 107 V/m

o No Pulsing:

< 106 V/m

 So E field is Figure of Merit!
 But how do you determine E Field??
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Enter NUMIT
Developed by Robb Frederickson > 30 yrs ago for use in lab
NUMIT = NUMerical ITeration
Electrodynamics used to track charge movement
FORTRAN program allows input of different parameters:

–
–
–

Electron beam energies and current densities
Dielectric mass density, strength, and thickness
Other initial conditions such as bias voltages

NUMIT is iterative: charge distribution changes in time and
output reflects change
NUMIT requires two subroutines that determine:

–
–

Energy deposition profile
Incident electron charge deposition profile
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NUMIT Algorithm Schematic

J0(x)

n = 1, 2, 3,…
time steps

(x, nt)
J(x, nt)
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NUMIT Details
• Dielectric is divided
into ~ 100 spatial bins

tinuity Eq.

• As high-energy electron
current decreases with depth
charge is deposited in bins
• Subroutines required for

uss’s Law

and

al Current Eq.

Fowler Model)

High-energy

Dark

Coef. of

Dose
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NUMIT Limitations
NUMIT was Designed as a Lab Tool
•
•
•
•

Dielectric is a large, flat slab
Incident Electron flux is constant
Incident Electrons are mono-energetic
Incident Electrons are perpendicular to surface

For Space Environment Modeling
•
•
•
•
•

Dielectric could be a large, flat slab
Incident Electron flux must be changing
Incident Electrons are multi-energetic
Incident Electrons are isotropic
Dielectric can change with time/temperature

Begin

Plot
esults
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AF-NUMIT2

Select
Energy Spectrum

Select
Energy Bin
Yes

Angular Bin Loop
Determines Energy Dose
and Electron Deposition

No

Yes

Main Time Loop
No

More Energy
Spectrums?

More Energy
Bins?

Original NUMIT Program
(Multiple Time Steps)
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3 Steps of Simulation
I. Incident Electrons
A. Energy Spectrum Flux  Changing with time
B. Appropriate Isotropic Incident Flux on Dielectric

II. Deposition Profiles
A. Energy and Electron Deposition Algorithms
•

Existing algorithms were modified

•

Approximate isotropic incidence deposition

B. Other issues:
•

Extend to lower Energy

•

Backscatter and secondary electrons

III. Charge Transport (1D) within Dielectric
A. Original NUMIT transport algorithm!
B. Improvements to NUMIT:
•

Changing RIC

•

Moveable Electrodes

AF-NUMIT3
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I. Energy Spectrum Flux
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II. Deposition Profiles

II. Deposition Profiles
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Energy Deposition: Monte Carlo vs. AF‐NUMIT2
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II. Deposition Profiles
Electron Deposition: Monte Carlo vs. AF‐NUMIT2
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III. Charge Transport within Dielectric
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Results: All that matters is Conductivity!

Maximum Electric Field (V/cm)
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III. Charge Transport within Dielectric

High
Energy
Electrons

Virtual Electrode

Electrode

Insulator

 NUMIT model requires penetrable electrode
 Not always there on satellites or in experiments
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Summary

AF-NUMIT2 Changes

–
–
–

Isotropic Electron Flux

–

Low energy electrons (>10 keV)

Multi-energetic electrons

–
–
–

Changing RIC

–

New subroutine!

Electron Flux spectrum changes
with time

AF-NUMIT2 Results

–
–
–

• Being Done

Reasonable
Somewhat surprising?
Its all about conductivity!?

Moveable Electrode
New MC simulation of
• Electron deposition
• Energy deposition
• Electron Backscatter
• Larger Energy range

• Yet to be Done
–

Internal E field affecting
incident electrons

